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Consumed by the need to feed…

After an out-of-control spell triggers the zombie apocalypse, Lizzy Addams is left in the ruins of Chicago
with only the slightly unhinged commentary—and endless erotic appetites—of her inner demon for
company. Her blood supply dwindling, she is forced to find survivors to feed from, or die trying.

Officer Angela Kinney was on duty when hungry corpses overwhelmed the city. The survivors look to her
for leadership, but nothing prepared her for a beautiful monster who offers safety in exchange for blood.

Sean MacMillan never expected to see Lizzy again after she rejected his attempts to lure her back to the
vampire fold. But with his flock threatened by the horde and his murderous vampire brother, Lizzy is the
only one he can trust to keep them safe.

The veil of secrecy shrouding the supernatural world torn apart, humanity’s only hope is to forge an alliance
with vampires, werewolves, and things that go bump in the night. Though accepting their aid could be a
devil’s bargain that puts humans at the bottom of the food chain.

Warning: Contains vampire orgies, angsty demon sex, a frisky lesbian werewolf, light kink, and enough sex
toys to start a store.
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From reader reviews:

Christopher Hartwick:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. We
all know that that book is very important for people. The book Bite Me was making you to know about other
expertise and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for you. The e-book Bite
Me is not only giving you more new information but also to get your friend when you really feel bored. You
can spend your own spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship with the book Bite Me. You
never experience lose out for everything should you read some books.

Ronald Stauffer:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With reading through you
can get a lot of information that could give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this
world can share their idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire their reader
with their story or maybe their experience. Not only the story that share in the books. But also they write
about the knowledge about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to
teach your sons or daughters, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays
always try to improve their expertise in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write with
their book. One of them is this Bite Me.

Travis Pope:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the free time or they will get
large amount of stress from both daily life and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely sure. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity do you
have when the spare time coming to a person of course your answer will certainly unlimited right. Then do
you ever try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time,
typically the book you have read is usually Bite Me.

Todd Apperson:

Is it an individual who having spare time and then spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just laying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Bite Me can be the answer, oh
how comes? A book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this
new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these books have than the others?
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